WHAT TO WEAR
To help make recruitment a little easier for you, Panhellenic will provide you
with two t-shirts to be worn on Philanthropy Day & Sisterhood Day. The
provided shirts will be passed out at the student orientation on August 12th.
We recommend looking up each shirt style, in order to find the best fit for
you! You may style the shirts with appropriate shorts or a skirt, sandals, and
jewelry. We encourage you to express yourself! Please remember to not cut
the shirts or alter them in any way.
We will be releasing a "Recruitment Look Book" that will include further
explanation on outfits for each day, specific details on the t-shirts, with
inspiration & examples! Check our social media regularly for updates!

GO GREEK DAY

Since the Go Greek parties will be virtual, you have much more freedom with
your outfit and to express yourself. We suggest wearing anything
appropriate that you feel confident in.

PHILANTHROPY DAY
T-SHIRT STYLE:
Bella + Canvas 3001 Unisex Jersey
Short Sleeve Tee

SISTERHOOD DAY
T-SHIRT STYLE:
Bella + Canvas 3001CVC Unisex
Heather CVC Short Sleeve Tee.

PREFERENCE NIGHT

On Preference Night (the final day of recruitment), in-house women will be
dressed formally. This is the most serious and formal day of Recruitment,
therefore ask you to find a semi formal dress (think church/outdoor wedding
attire) to wear on this day. This dress can be any color! We recommend
pairing the dress with jewelry, and heels or wedges. Again, don’t be afraid to
express your style on this day!

BID DAY

You will be given a Bid Day jersey from your chapter, so you want to wear
something you can have underneath the jersey. We suggest a workout top
or tank top that you won’t be very hot in with athletic shorts and tennis
shoes.
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